Summary: With the advent of next-generation sequencing, traditional bioinformatics tools are challenged by massive raw metagenomic datasets. One of the bottlenecks of metagenomic studies is lack of large-scale and cloud computing suitable data analysis tools. In this paper, we proposed a Spark-based tool, called MetaSpark, to recruit metagenomic reads to reference genomes. MetaSpark benefits from the distributed data set (RDD) of Spark, which makes it able to cache data set in memory across cluster nodes and scale well with the datasets. Compared with previous metagenomics recruitment tools, MetaSpark recruited significantly more reads than many programs such as SOAP2, BWA and LAST and increased recruited reads by $4% compared with FR-HIT when there were 1 million reads and 0.75 GB references. Different test cases demonstrate MetaSpark's scalability and overall high performance.
Introduction
With the development of next-generation sequencing (NGS), DNA/ RNA sequencing has become cheaper and more efficient. Now it enables a whole human genome to be sequenced under $1000, providing opportunities for large-scale analysis of huge datasets. However, traditional bioinformatic analysis tools are unable to process such datasets.
Hadoop, an open source project, has become a broadly used approach to both commercial and scientific computing especially for data intensive applications. With Hadoop, multiple computer nodes are organized to provide scalable and distributed file systems (HDFS). In addition, a programming mode called MapReduce is introduced to divide a large computational program into many small sub-programs. Because of these advantages, Hadoop has been explored by the bioinformatics community in several areas, such as alignment (Tsugawa et al., 2008) , mapping (Nguyen et al., 2011) and sequence analysis (Nordberg et al., 2013) . However, due to its disk-based I/O access pattern, Hadoop MapReduce suffers from high latency.
This weakness recently paved the way for Spark, an open source standalone project that was developed to function together with Hadoop. In contrast to Hadoop's two-stage disk-based MapReduce paradigm, Spark provides a resilient distributed data set (RDD) and caches data set in memory across cluster nodes, which increases performance speed 100-fold for certain applications. Thus, Spark is Applications Note attractive to the bioinformatics community because it can improve application performance, allowing researchers to combine diverse forms of data such as nucleotide sequence analysis (Marek S et al, 2014) and neural analysis (Freeman et al., 2014) . Metagenomics has played an essential role in the study of the microorganisms that live in microbial communities. As a crucial step of metagenomics data analysis, fragment recruitment is a process of aligning sequencing reads to reference genomes. Several fragment recruitment tools, such as FR-HIT (Niu et al., 2011) , SOAP (Li et al., 2008) , BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009) , LAST (Kielbasa et al., 2011) , etc. have been provided. Among them, FR-HIT achieves relatively high performance with fast speed.
Although several bioinformatics tools have been developed for metagenomics sequence alignment, to the best of our knowledge, Spark-based large-scale metagenomic analysis tools have not yet been developed. The goal of MetaSpark is to provide a scalable metagenomics fragment recruitment program that can recruit the most reads to reference genomes with high sensitivity and specificity.
Methods and implementation
FR-HIT is the fastest and efficient mapper we have found, and we have adapted its algorithm to function as a distributed processing program on a Hadoop cluster using Spark, so that the algorithm in MetaSpark can scale-up well.
Constructing k-mer RefindexRDD
First, MetaSpark loads the raw reference genomes data from HDFS and converts them into RefRDD of records where each record is a four-member tuple (RefNo, Name, Length and Content). Thereafter, MetaSpark constructs a k-mer Refindex RDD from the RefRDD, and each record in RefindexRDD is a tuple-(KmerStr (RefNo, KmerLocation)), such as ( (TCAACACCTAT, (1,3) )). MetaSpark then sorts RefindexRDD with group by operation to get final k-mer RefindexRDD. In our MetaSpark, a reference sequence of length m contains (mÀk)/(kÀp)þ1 k-mers, where both overlap p and k-mer length k are user-adjustable parameters (Fig. 1) .
Once the RefindexRDD is produced, it can be saved into HDFS as a persistent file and repeatedly used. Moreover, the RefindexRDD file can be potentially used by SparkR for k-mer counting analysis.
Constructing k-mer ReadlistRDD
The construction process for k-mer ReadlistRDD is similar to the RefindexRDD. Initially, MetaSpark loads the raw read data from HDFS and stores them into ReadRDD. Accordingly, ReadRDD is converted into ReadlistRDD, in which the records are organized as tuples (ReadName, KmerStr and KmerLocation)
Seeding
For each KmerStr of ReadlistRDD, MetaSpark uses a join operation to connect with the KmerStr of RefindexRDD. This scans the k-mer RefindexRDD to collect the k-mers shared by reference sequences and reads sequences. The reads with shared k-mers are anchored to reference sequences and then, the candidate blocks are identified for potential alignments. Finally, SeedingRDD will be generated after the join operation.
Filtering
MetaSpark applies distributed operations to an RDD. It performs filtering operations on partitions of the data in parallel. We calculate the number of mismatches and reject candidate blocks without enough common k-mers.
Banded alignment
First, filtering operations are applied on SeedingRDD. MetaSpark uses the same banded alignment as (Pearson and Lipman, 1988) where the bandwidth is a user-defined value. If the similarity between a read and a reference sequence is above a user-specified cutoff, this read is recruited successfully. MetaSpark applies distributed operations on RDD. It performs banded alignment operations through parallel partitions of the data.
Evaluation and results
The testbed infrastructure of MetaSpark included a ten-node cluster working under Spark standalone module. Each node contained an 8-core CPU and 16 GB RAM. 64bit Linux Ubuntu14.04, Hadoop2.6 and both Spark1.2 and Spark2.0 were installed. The reads dataset had about 1 million 75 bp Illumina reads from MetaHIT sample MH0006 (Qin et al., 2010) . We used two reference datasets. The first one was the 194 human gut genomes from the MetaHIT study. We also used the bacterial genome sequences downloaded from NCBI in 2016 as references. The two reference databases were 0.616GB and 1.3 GB in size. More discussions and examples are available in Supplementary Materials. Figure 2A illustrates that MetaSpark recruits more reads than FR-HIT with the same parameters (-m 30 -c 80 -p 8) and 1 million reads. MetaSpark can recruit 501,856 reads when there are 0.616 GB human gut references, while FR-HIT can recruit 489,638 reads. MetaSpark increases recruited reads by 2.5%. When references change to a 1.3 GB bacterial genome, MetaSpark can recruit 463,862 reads. While FR-HIT can recruit 444,671 reads. MetaSpark increases recruited reads by 4%. Figure 2B shows the run time under a 0.616 GB reference. Run time for 0.1 million reads is 51 min under 4 nodes, and decreases slightly to 23.5 min under 10 nodes. For the 1 million read datasets, MetaSpark will crash under 4 nodes due to limited memory. Under 6 nodes, it finishes running after 312 min and will sharply decrease to 201 min under 10 nodes. MetaSpark offers good scalability. As a typical Spark-based distributed processing tool, we expect further decreases in running time basically linear to the number of nodes added Memory consumption is a big issue because Spark caches datasets in memory across cluster nodes. For each candidate k-mer read, MetaSpark needs to store the k-mer read string and a matched reference string as a pair for preparing later alignment. So, if there are 1 million matched locations at reference for one k-mer read, MetaSpark will store 1 million string pairs. MetaSpark has only $800 lines of code, which is about 1/5 of the FR-HIT code written in C þþ.
